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Custom Slide Sandals





WOW your clients with your next go-
to promotional product and the
greatest thing in spiritwear since the
printed T-shirt: custom slide sandals!
Our custom athletic slides are the
gold standard of custom footwear
and the highest quality (especially
important for shoes) - fully
customizable with 3D-debossed
logos, colors, and more! Slide sandals
are the perfect swag for high school
and college sports teams, youth
camps, clubs, travel leagues, events,
companies, and more! We also
provide high quality custom clogs for
those who prefer a closed-toe option!

Stride with Pride!
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Website: www.prideslides.com
Call/Text: (614) 664-8888
Email: sales@prideslides.com
Social: @prideslides

Contact us today to get started with your FREE VIRTUAL/MOCKUP DESIGN!
Sample pairs are also available upon request. Other shoe products may also be
available upon request. If you are looking for a certain slide, clog, or shoe,
please ask!

Our Info
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Sole color: Black, White, Gray, Red, Navy
Upper strap color: Any Pantone color is available. Don't see yours below? Just ask!
Design: Patterns, Logos, etc. - The left and right slides can have different designs! Imprint area is 2" H x 3" W
Materials: Microfiber upper straps with interior padding and EVA soles with mild arch support and massaging footbeds

Product #1: Slide Sandals

Strap Colors
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Our Slide sizes are general and are based on men's US sizes; womens
sizes subtract 1 size to get our size. Our slides are whole sizes and true-to-
size so the best fit for someone who wears a half size will be the size up
(ex. size 8.5 should order size 9). The slides are more narrow vs. wide so
those with a wider foot should size up 1 size. Please refer to the chart
above to match the correct size by measurement to the shoe imprint. Use
"Our Size" when ordering.

Order Info

No Setups; Shipping and Graphic Designs included!

Minimum Order = 20 pairs; Pricing is per design

Turnaround/lead time = 30 days

Orders 20 - 999 pairs are F/U

Orders 1000+ pairs are G/V
- Individual Dacron Bags for packaging/presentation are available for $0.90
per bag
- Cardboard hangers for display in stores are available for $0.20 per hanger

   *Sizes youth 10C/11C, 12C/13C, 1Y/2Y, and men's size 14/15 are only available 
    with a black sole.

Pricing
Sizing
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Product #2: Clogs
Clog color: Black or White
Design: Any Pantone color is available.
Imprint area is 3" H x 2" W and varies
slightly by shoe size
Materials: All foam construction with heel
straps

In a rush? We may be able to meet your deadline! 
     Contact a sales representative for more info.

No Setups; Shipping and Graphic Designs included!

Minimum Order = 20 pairs; Pricing is per design

Turnaround/lead time = 30 days

Orders 20 - 999 pairs are F/U

Orders 1000+ pairs are G/V

*Distributor pricing is assessed with shipping   
  included which should be kept in mind for 
  cost analysis
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Custom clogs sizes are general and are based
on men's US sizes. Since there are only 8 sizes,
each size fits a range of sizes due to the loose
yet secure construction with the heel strap. 
 The sizing chart above shows the appropriate
size for each US shoe size. Women's sizes
subtract 1.5 sizes from their usual size.

Order Info
Pricing Sizing
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Color: Gray only for orders under 1,000 pairs. Any color is available for orders larger than 1,000 pairs.
Design: One-color engraved impression or multicolor spray print on upper strap. Imprint area is 2" H x 3" W
Materials: 100% EVA one-piece molded construction, ideal for correctional facilities

Product #3: Moon Slides

Pricing

Sizing
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Colors: Black or White
Design: Any Pantone color is available. Imprint area is 3" H x 2" W and varies slightly by shoe size
Materials: 100% EVA construction with an insole and textured grip underneath, perfect for medical settings

Product #4: No-Holes Clogs

Pricing

Sizing
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